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By 
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Research has shown some promise of using data from Google, Twitter, and 

Wikipedia to complement traditional surveillance for influenza-like illness (ILI). However, 

past studies have evaluated these web-based sources without comparing all three of 

them. The objective was to comparatively analyze Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia by 

examining which best corresponds with CDC ILI data. It was hypothesized that 

Wikipedia will best correspond with CDC data since prior research found it is the least 

influenced by media reporting. 

Publicly available, de-identified data were collected from the CDC, Google Flu 

Trends, HealthTweets, and Wikipedia for the 2012-2015 influenza seasons. Bayesian 

change point analysis was used to detect seasonal changes in each of the data 

sources. Detections in Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia were compared to detections in 

CDC data, which was the gold standard. All analyses were conducted using the R 

package ‘bcp’ v4.0.0 in RStudio v0.99.484.  

During the 2012-2015 influenza seasons, 40% of Wikipedia’s change points 

aligned with changes detected in the CDC data. 85% of Google’s change points were 
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identified concurrently with seasonal changes in the CDC data. 43% of Twitter’s change 

points coincided with change points found in CDC data. 

Google had the most changes that matched the CDC, disproving my hypothesis. 

Findings demonstrated that Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia occasionally correspond 

well with seasonal changes captured in CDC data, yet these sources are not reliable for 

detecting all seasonal changes in CDC data and should be further studied and 

developed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

Influenza is a contagious, viral respiratory illness that is spread person-to-person 

through respiratory droplets [1]. It is recognized by the following symptoms: fever, 

cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose, muscle or body aches, headaches, fatigue, 

and, less commonly, vomiting and diarrhea [2]. The influenza season in the United 

States (U.S.) is generally considered to last from October through May, peaking 

between December and February [3]. Although vaccine-preventable, influenza is a 

costly and, often, severe burden on the U.S. health care system, causing 3,000-50,000 

deaths annually [4-5]. The most vulnerable populations for influenza infections are the 

elderly, pregnant women, young children, and people with compromised immune 

systems [1]. As one of many influenza surveillance systems, the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) monitors influenza cases using syndromes of influenza-

like illness (ILI) that are reported by sentinel healthcare providers comprised of 

physicians, physician assistants, and nursing professionals.  

The CDC defines ILI as a fever (≥100°F/37.8°C) and a cough and/or sore throat 

without a known cause other than influenza [6]. Since ILI is indistinguishable from 

influenza without laboratory testing, most data reported by the CDC are reported as ILI 

incidence, not influenza incidence [7]. Since traditional influenza surveillance relies on 

ILI syndromes that are reported by healthcare providers, this sort of surveillance method 

primarily captures those who readily seek medical care for their influenza symptoms, 

thus missing those who do not interact with the health care system. In addition, 

traditional surveillance methods are plagued by dated technology and reporting delays 
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of up to one to two weeks [8; Sophie Smith, email communication, December 2015]. 

Syndromic surveillance, which can be defined as the monitoring of disease syndromes 

in or near real-time for early detection of outbreaks, has incorporated the use of novel 

data sources, such as emergency department records and prescription sales, to 

enhance traditional surveillance systems [9-11]. However, with increased numbers of 

people using the Internet, it is necessary to further study other novel, digital surveillance 

approaches to complement traditional methods.  

With over three billion Internet users around the world [12], data mining web-

based sources can provide valuable epidemic intelligence by identifying mentions and 

searches of various illnesses that could represent the people that are missed by 

traditional systems. Recently, nontraditional data sources, particularly those that are 

Internet-based and open-source, have come into greater application for public health 

surveillance. This is especially evident as individuals who experience various symptoms 

may search online for health-related information and share their illness experiences 

using social media platforms before seeking medical care. Using such data sources has 

been coined as digital epidemiology. Digital epidemiology is known as the use of web-

based sources, such as social media sites, online news reports, and search query 

records, for public health surveillance [13-15]. Digital epidemiology methods can be less 

expensive and more timely as well as expand the range of health events that can be 

detected for public health surveillance. 

Current Influenza Surveillance in the United States  

Influenza surveillance in the U.S. is a cooperative endeavor between the 

Epidemiology and Prevention Branch in the Influenza Division at the CDC and 

partnering healthcare providers, clinics, emergency departments, laboratories, and 
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state, local, and territorial health departments [6]. Data for influenza surveillance is 

collected and evaluated continuously throughout the year, assembled in a weekly report 

known as FluView. Influenza surveillance is necessary in order to monitor influenza-

related illnesses, detect when and where influenza activity is happening nationally, and 

understand the impact of influenza on hospitalizations and mortality [6]. Also, 

surveillance is needed to distinguish what strains of the influenza virus are circulating 

and identify changes in influenza viruses in order to better develop vaccines [6]. The 

CDC compiles data on five categories of surveillance to analyze influenza activity: 

virologic surveillance, geographic spread of influenza, hospitalization surveillance, 

mortality surveillance, and outpatient illness surveillance [6].  

There are nearly 350 clinical and public health laboratories that contribute to 

virologic surveillance for influenza [6]. Participating laboratories report the weekly total 

of respiratory specimens tested as well as the quantity and percent of specimens that 

tested positive for influenza [6]. After becoming a nationally notifiable condition in 2007, 

special attention has been placed on the detection of novel influenza A viruses due to 

the pandemic potential of these virus strains [6]. Moreover, state health departments 

monitor the weekly level of geographic spread of influenza illness for their respective 

states using the State and Territorial Epidemiologists Report [6]. Geographic spread is 

reported as one of the following levels: no activity, sporadic, local, regional, or 

widespread [6].  

The Influenza Hospitalization Surveillance Network tracks laboratory-confirmed 

influenza-related hospitalizations in children and adults by reviewing hospital documents 

and databases [6]. Also, mortality surveillance is conducted by monitoring influenza-
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associated deaths from death certificate data, and also pediatric influenza and 

pneumonia deaths. The National Center for Health Statistics and the122 Cities Mortality 

Reporting System both report influenza-related mortality data from state vital statistics 

offices and vital statistics offices of 122 U.S. cities, respectively [6]. Specifically, these 

systems report weekly death certificate data and the proportion of deaths due to 

pneumonia or influenza, which are compared to a seasonal baseline and epidemic 

threshold [6]. Established as a nationally notifiable condition in 2004, influenza-

associated pediatric deaths that are confirmed positive for influenza by laboratory 

testing are reported through the mortality surveillance system as well [6]. 

For outpatient illness surveillance, the U.S. Outpatient Influenza-like Illness 

Surveillance Network (ILINet) is used to monitor patient visits to healthcare providers for 

influenza activity [6]. Nearly 2,000 participating outpatient healthcare providers report 

the total weekly number of patient visits and the proportion of patients seen for ILI [6]. 

To prepare a national estimate, the proportion of patient visits for ILI is weighted by 

state population to account for differences in the variability of state population and 

provider contribution by state (Sophie Smith, email communication, December 2015). 

Specifically, weighted ILI rates are calculated by the following equations (Sophie Smith, 

email communication, December 2015). Firstly, unweighted, state-specific ILI rates are 

calculated. For example, 

Florida (FL) %ILI = (sum of ILI visits reported by FL providers / sum of patient 

visits reported by FL providers) * 100 
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Georgia (GA) %ILI = (sum of ILI visits reported by GA providers / sum of patient 

visits reported by GA providers) * 100 

Then, the unweighted, state-specific ILI rates are multiplied by the respective state 

population based on U.S. Census data. 

FL %ILI * FL population = X1 

GA %ILI * GA population = X2 

Lastly, this value is calculated for each state, summed together, and then divided by the 

total population. The resulting value is the weighted ILI rate. 

(X1 + X2 + … + Xn) / total population = weighted national ILI rate 

To determine if ILI activity is higher than normal, weighted ILI rates are compared 

each week to the national baseline, which is calculated by the CDC. The baseline is 

determined by computing the average proportion of patient ILI visits during non-

influenza weeks for the previous three influenza seasons plus two standard deviations 

[6]. The CDC suggests against applying the national baseline level to regional data due 

to variations in regional data, thus specific regional baselines are calculated using the 

same methodology for the national baseline [6]. Furthermore, as an online application 

managed by the CDC, FluView Interactive provides free data exploration and 

downloading privileges for data from each of the five components of the U.S. influenza 

surveillance system [16]. 

Demographics of Internet and Social Media Users 

Understanding the demographics of Internet users in the U.S. is important in 

order to fully comprehend the opportunities and limitations of data collected from web-

based sources. Internet use is widespread in America, increasing from 14% of the 

population to nearly 90% in a 20-year period [17]. In 2014, it was reported that a 
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majority (87%) of American adults are Internet users [17]. Internet use in the U.S. does 

not vary much based on sex, race/ethnicity, and living environment. 86% of American 

women use the Internet, while 87% of men in the U.S. are web users [17]. Regarding 

race and ethnicity, 81% of African Americans use the Internet compared to 83% of 

Hispanics and 85% of Caucasians [17]. Also, according to the Pew Research Center, 

Americans living in rural settings use the Internet at similar levels (83%) to Americans 

living in urban areas (88%) and suburban locales (87%) [17]. 

There are some disparities in Internet use when evaluating age groups, 

education levels, and household incomes. 97% of Americans between the ages of 18-

29 are Internet users, which is comparable to 93% of those who are ages 30-49 and 

88% of people ages 50-64 [17]. However, only 57% of Americans age 65 years and 

older use the Internet [17]. Only 76% of Americans with a high school education or less 

demonstrate Internet usage as opposed to 97% of those with at least a college 

education and 91% of those with some college education [17]. According to the Pew 

Research Center, Americans with household incomes of at least $50,000 a year exhibit 

high Internet use (93%-99%) compared to Americans with household incomes of less 

than $30,000 a year (77%) [17].  

The proportion of Americans who access the Internet using a mobile device has 

increased from 29% of cell phone owners in 2009 to 60% of cell phone owners in 2013 

[18]. In addition, Americans under the age of 18 years old use the Internet at high rates 

[19]. 95% of teenagers in the U.S. have access to the Internet, and 74% of teens have 

access to the web using a mobile device [19]. On the contrary, 14% of Americans do 

not use the Internet [20]. According to the Pew Research Center, a majority of non-
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Internet users are African American (20%) or Hispanic (17%), 65 years of age and older 

(41%), have not completed high school (44%), live in rural areas (21%), and earn less 

than $30,000 a year in household income (25%) [20]. 

Furthermore, since Twitter has been studied as a potential tool for influenza 

surveillance, it is important to evaluate the demographics of its user population. Twitter 

saw an increase in adult users from 18% in 2013 to 23% in 2015 [21]. Nearly one in five 

female Internet users subscribe to Twitter, while one in four online men use Twitter [21]. 

About 6% of Internet users aged 65 years and older use Twitter compared to over 30% 

of Internet users aged 18-29 [21]. Duggan also concluded that Twitter is more popular 

among Americans with a college degree (27%) when compared to those with a high 

school education or less (19%) [21]. According to Duggan, 28% of African American 

Internet users subscribe to Twitter, which is similar to 28% of Hispanic Internet users 

[21]. Only 20% of Caucasian Internet users subscribe Twitter [21]. 30% of Internet users 

who subscribe to Twitter live in urban areas compared to 15% of rural Internet users 

[21]. Overall, increased use of the Internet and social media platforms can be beneficial 

for public health surveillance as more health-related information is searched for and 

shared on the web. 

Google Data for Influenza Surveillance  

Globally, millions of people conduct daily online searches for health-related 

information, making search query data valuable resources of public health data for 

surveillance purposes [22]. The first known instance of using a digital data source for 

public health surveillance was when Dr. Gunther Eysenbach conducted analyses of 

health-related searches on the Internet [23-24]. Through his work, Eysenbach 

introduced the concept of infodemiology, or information epidemiology, as the study of 
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the distribution and determinants of health information on the Internet, such as Google 

searches, in order to inform public health [14]. In 2006, Eysenbach found a strong 

correlation (Pearson’s r=0.91) between Google search trend data and the 2004-2005 

influenza season in Canada [25]. In 2008, Google established its Flu Trends application 

to monitor frequency changes in online searches related to influenza [13; 26-27].  

Google Flu Trends is a system that data mines de-identified, aggregate, and 

proprietary Google search data for mentions of influenza-like symptoms to generate 

real-time estimates of influenza incidence [26; 28-29]. Search data were collected using 

an automated method that identified relevant searches using 45 query keywords [26]. 

Google Flu Trends also collects data for dengue, a mosquito-borne infectious disease 

[29-30]. Overall, Google Flu Trends estimates have shown correlations with official 

influenza surveillance data from the CDC, while consistently delivering estimates one to 

two weeks ahead of CDC reports [13; 26]. Although initially successful in earlier years, 

the system has not been without its issues, more recently. For instance, during the 

2012-2013 influenza season, Google Flu Trends overestimated influenza incidence at a 

rate double that of CDC surveillance reports, and the system significantly 

underestimated influenza incidence during the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic [28; 31- 

33]. Due to issues with its proprietary algorithm, Google Flu Trends was discontinued in 

August 2015 [29]. 

Moreover, studies have investigated the effectiveness of Google Flu Trends at 

varying geographic levels. In one study, Google search query data and CDC weekly ILI 

data were compared at the city (New York City, New York), regional (Mid-Atlantic), and 

national (U.S.) scale [33]. Olson et al. found that both the original (2008) and revised 
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(2009) algorithms for Google Flu Trends were not generally reliable at each geographic 

level, particularly in instances of varying intensity in influenza seasons and media 

coverage [33]. However, another study reported that local-level Twitter data best 

predicted confirmed influenza cases in an inner-city hospital (Baltimore, Maryland), 

while national-level Google Flu Trends data performed best at detecting ILI cases at any 

geographic scale [34]. Overall, the Broniatowski et al. study found that when combined, 

Google Flu Trends and Twitter data are most effective at detecting overall influenza 

activity at the national scale [34]. 

Also, one study investigated the practicality of using Google Flu Trends data to 

develop an early warning system. Pervaiz et al. conducted a comparative analysis of 

three different epidemic detection algorithms – normal distribution, Poisson distribution, 

and negative binomial distribution algorithms – on detecting influenza outbreaks using 

data from Google Flu Trends [27]. They compared the sensitivity, specificity, timeliness, 

and alerting accuracy of each algorithm, finding that there was no single best method 

[27]. Normal distribution methods, which are based on historical limits and cumulative 

sums, have been traditionally used for influenza surveillance by the CDC [27]. However, 

Pervaiz et al. found that Poisson- and negative binomial-based models are more 

effective than normal distribution algorithms for mitigating the impact of noise on the 

quality of search query data, especially with variances in Internet users and their 

activities [27]. 

In addition, a study explored the link between Google Flu Trends and prescription 

sales data, finding a strong correlation (Pearson’s r=0.92) between prescription sales 

data and Google Flu Trends and an even stronger correlation (Pearson’s r=0.97) 
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between prescription sales data and CDC ILI data [35]. Google search query data is not 

limited to studying influenza, but can also be used for studying mental health [36], 

rotavirus [37], and purchasing behavior of cigarettes [38]. As a widely used source for 

digital epidemiologic analyses, Google search query data must be evaluated to 

encompass the impact that changes in influenza seasonality, Internet demographics, 

and online search behaviors will have when developing future algorithms to estimate 

influenza incidence [27-28; 31-33]. All in all, with the ability to detect health trends in 

digital spaces, Google search query data has presented an innovative and cost-

effective approach to complement traditional influenza surveillance methods. 

Twitter Data for Influenza Surveillance  

Founded in 2006, Twitter is a social media platform that allows its users to freely 

create and share tweets, or messages that are limited to 140 characters [39-40]. As of 

the second quarter of 2015, Twitter reported an average of 304 million active users [41]. 

As of 2013, active Twitter users have posted over 170 billion tweets [40]. To access 

tweets for analysis or research, Twitter provides an application programming interface 

(API) that allows for the search and retrieval of public Twitter data only [39-40; 42]. 

Public tweets are those that are accessible to anyone, while protected tweets are 

private and only available to a protected user’s Twitter network [43]. A 1% random 

sample of all public tweets are available via the API [44]. Twitter also provides a 

geolocation feature for tweets. About 2-3% of all tweets are geotagged, while only 3% of 

users register for the geolocation feature [39-40; 44].  

Influenza-related tweets have been shown to be highly correlated with reported 

ILI incidence [45]. A study described that when compared to sentinel physician ILI rates 

and emergency department ILI rates, tweets that mentioned “flu” or “influenza” were 
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closely correlated to the general trend for both data sources [46]. However, it was found 

that emergency department ILI data had a stronger correlation to tweets than ILI data 

from sentinel medical providers did [46]. Another study showed that tweets better reflect 

the incidence of influenza in comparison to search queries. Aramaki and colleagues 

compared a Twitter-based epidemic detection system to a similar system based on 

Google Flu Trends [47]. Aramaki et al. discovered that during periods of high news 

coverage, both methods were vulnerable to excessive media coverage, being less 

correlated to influenza incidence in Japan [47]. However, when compared to influenza 

data in Japan, Twitter data (Pearson’s r=0.89) outperformed data from Google Flu 

Trends (Pearson’s r=0.847) during periods of normal news coverage [47].  

Also, studies have found that keyword choice influences how tweets compare to 

CDC ILI data. Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of artificial intelligence that 

programs computers to understand human (natural) language. Allowing for a deeper 

content analysis of tweets, the use of NLP has demonstrated the importance of keyword 

choice when conducting analysis of tweets [47-49]. By using NLP, Nagel et al. reported 

that tweets mentioning “flu” were better correlated with CDC ILI rates than tweets 

mentioning “influenza” [49]. One study contradicted the importance of keyword choice 

by finding that even seemingly irrelevant tweets about influenza have a moderate 

correlation with CDC ILI rates [7]. However, primarily using NLP to classify tweets 

presents some challenges because machine learning techniques are not as effective as 

human interpreters in understanding slang, regional language, foreign language, 

misspellings, vernacular, current events, and other aspects of language that require 

contextual knowledge [50].  
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Moreover, geographic limitations of Twitter data present difficulties for using the 

social networking site for influenza surveillance. Abstracting and evaluating tweets at 

minute geographic levels can be difficult as too few tweets are actually geotagged, 

especially at the municipal or county level [51]. One study, however, has demonstrated 

the ability of tweets to have a trend with city-level ILI data, but that study used Twitter 

data from New York City, a major metropolitan area with an abundance of Twitter users 

who can generate ample tweets to be used for trend analysis [52]. In spite of these 

drawbacks, still, studies on using Twitter for influenza surveillance have generally found 

correlation between influenza-related tweets and national CDC ILI data [46-47; 52]. 

Wikipedia Data for Influenza Surveillance  

Established in 2001, Wikipedia is an online, user-regulated encyclopedia that 

contains a vast quantity of freely available informative articles. These 30 million 

encyclopedia-like articles are created, modified, and maintained by Internet users in any 

of Wikipedia’s 287 languages [8; 53-56]. The vastest and most used edition of 

Wikipedia is the English language edition with nearly 4.9 million articles [8; 56]. 

Wikipedia is highly trafficked, reporting about 31,000 total active editors and over 500 

million visitors each month [54]. Wikipedia allows hourly page view data that dates back 

to 2007 to be freely accessible via Wikimedia Statistics [53-54; 57-58].  

Wikipedia page view data has proven valuable for tracking trending topics and 

the development of breaking news stories as well as disease monitoring and forecasting 

[53; 57]. A study has compared view data of influenza-related Wikipedia articles to 

official CDC influenza activity reports, finding that Wikipedia’s page view data accurately 

estimates national influenza incidence up to two weeks before the CDC within a 

reasonable margin of error [54]. McIver and Brownstein demonstrated that Wikipedia’s 
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page view data on influenza-related articles are more accurate at weekly estimates than 

Google Flu Trends and that it performs well during abnormal influenza seasons and 

high media reporting, which are issues for Google Flu Trends and, to a lesser extent, 

Twitter [54]. During peak activity of ILI incidence, Wikipedia traffic, and media reporting, 

a model of 35 influenza-related Wikipedia articles was highly correlated with CDC ILI 

data (Pearson’s r=0.946, p<0.001), while the model was also highly correlated with 

CDC ILI data (Pearson’s r=0.958, p<0.001) in the absence of such activity [54]. One 

study found that Wikipedia page view data has suitable forecasting value up until the 

peak of the influenza seasons [57]. Another study also reported that Wikipedia page 

view data is suitable for forecasting using a 28-day analysis as well as for nowcasting, 

or monitoring current disease incidence [53].  

However, there can be disadvantages with using Wikipedia data for public health 

surveillance. Since Wikipedia has become a preferred source for seeking health 

information [59-60], the signal-to-noise ratio of Wikipedia data can be problematic [53]. 

Generous et al. explained that although some users search Wikipedia in order to 

understand possible influenza illness, other users search Wikipedia from informative 

purposes or purposes not related to influenza infection, misconstruing the influenza 

incidence that can be captured by Wikipedia [53]. Also, Wikipedia’s hourly updating 

feature can be too incongruent for the surveillance of certain diseases, depending on 

the disease’s progression [53]. For example, Generous and colleagues found that since 

tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS progress slowly as infections, the hourly quality of Wikipedia 

data does not capture the intensity of these diseases well [53]. Another issue that 

researchers can encounter with using Wikipedia is that its page view data may include 
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“multiple views on the same article by the same user” [54]. Although extensive research 

has not been conducted on this novel data source, studies by McIver and Brownstein, 

Hickmann et al., and Generous et al. have showed that Wikipedia has some potential 

for public health surveillance [53-54; 57]. 

Objectives 

Studies have shown some promise of using data from Google, Twitter, and 

Wikipedia to complement traditional surveillance systems in order to understand the 

epidemiology of influenza. However, past research has evaluated these web-based 

sources individually without any comparison amongst all three of them. This study 

seeks to conduct a comparative analysis of Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia by 

examining which digital data source is most aligned with ILI data from the CDC ILINet 

system. Specifically, Bayesian change point analysis is used to identify change 

detections in each data source in order to evaluate how comparable data from Google 

Flu Trends, Twitter, and Wikipedia are to CDC ILI data. For this study, the specific 

research question is the following: for which web-based source – Google Flu Trends, 

Twitter, or Wikipedia – do detected change points most closely match change points 

detected in national-level CDC ILI data for the 2012-2013, 2013-2014, and 2014-2015 

influenza seasons? My hypothesis is that Wikipedia data will have the most change 

points in common with CDC ILI data due to research by McIver and Brownstein [54] 

finding that Wikipedia data can be less influenced by media coverage in comparison to 

data from Google Flu Trends and Twitter, to a lesser degree [33; 47]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS 

Data Collection 

Data were retrospectively collected for the 2012-2013 influenza season 

(September 30, 2012 – May 18, 2013), 2013-2014 influenza season (September 29, 

2013 – May 17, 2014), and 2014-2015 influenza season (September 28, 2014 – May 

23, 2015) [61-63]. All data were presented as MMWR weeks. MMWR (Morbidity and 

Mortality Weekly Report) weeks represent the various weeks of the epidemiologic year 

for reporting disease incidence [64]. MMWR weeks start on Sunday and end on 

Saturday, ranging from 1 to 53 weeks with most years encompassing 52 MMWR weeks 

[64]. Each of the influenza seasons included in this study begins in MMWR week 40 and 

ends in MMWR week 20 of the following year. 

CDC ILINet data were freely downloaded from FluView Interactive. ILINet data 

are de-identified and aggregated by MMWR weeks. The CDC ILINet system collects 

information on counts of patients seen for ILI, totals of all patients seen by participating 

healthcare providers, number of providers, ILI counts by age group, unweighted and 

weighted ILI rates, and corresponding year and week [16]. National-level counts of ILI 

patient visits were used for this study. For Google, de-identified, national-level count 

data of influenza-related Google searches made in the U.S. were freely downloaded 

from the Google Flu Trends website [29]. Data from Google Flu Trends were already 

aggregated by MMWR weeks. 

For data from Twitter, de-identified, national-level count data of influenza-related 

Twitter conversations in the U.S. were freely downloaded from HealthTweets.org, a 

Johns Hopkins University-based repository of influenza-related tweets dating back to 
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November 2011 [65]. Using the Twitter API, HealthTweets data are collected from a 

keyword stream, which is 1% of public tweets [65]. Dredze et al. [65] categorized 

influenza-related tweets using automated annotators that are based on keywords, 

keyword combinations, and the classifier developed by Lamb and colleagues [48]. A 

random 1% of all public tweets are also collected to normalize the influenza-related 

tweets gathered from the keyword stream [65]. On the HealthTweets site, registered 

users can view trends of tweets in the U.S. and United Kingdom [65]. Trends can even 

been further differentiated by U.S. state [65]. Data from HealthTweets were also already 

aggregated by MMWR weeks. 

Wikipedia article view data, which are de-identified and aggregated, were 

gathered for the “Influenza” article (English version). National-level Wikipedia data that 

was collected was restricted to the U.S. Wikipedia has made its article view data freely 

available for downloading through Wikimedia Statistics [58]. Wikipedia data is presented 

as the number of article views by the hour, which includes non-unique views [58]. Since 

Wikipedia article view data on the “Influenza” article were only aggregated by the hour 

in Wikimedia Statistics, the data were aggregated by MMWR weeks before analysis.  

Statistical Analysis 

For this study, Bayesian change point analysis was the method used to detect 

change points for each of the data sources for the 2012-2015 influenza seasons. All 

Bayesian change point analyses were conducted using the R package ‘bcp’ version 

4.0.0 [66-68] in RStudio version 0.99.484 (RStudio Inc., Boston, MA) [69]. This 

Bayesian method provides the probability of a change point at any given interval (i.e. 

MMWR week) in time series data [70]. The probability of a change in time series data is 
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found using a complex Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure [66-68; Dr. John 

Emerson, email communication, March 2016].  

Specifically, the ‘bcp’ package is an MCMC implementation of the Bayesian 

change point method described by Barry and Hartigan [70], providing estimates of the 

posterior mean at each interval as well as the probability of a change at each given 

interval [66-68]. In Bayesian analysis, the posterior mean is the mean of the posterior 

distributions of a given interval in a time series. Posterior distributions are computed 

from the Bayes’ rule [66; 70], which is defined by the following equation [71]:   

P(A|B) = [P(B|A) P(A)] ÷ P(B), 

where P(A) = 0.2. P(A) represents the prior distribution of the time series. The default 

prior distribution used in Bayesian change point analysis is 0.2 because this 

hyperparameter (p0) was found to be suitable for various types of time series processes 

[66-67; 70]. 

As the default, the ‘bcp’ package conducts 500 MCMC iterations after excluding 

50 burn-in iterations to compute the posterior mean and posterior probability of a 

change point [66-68]. MCMC iterations are used in the estimation of the posterior mean 

for any given interval [66-68]. Burn-in iterations are the initial iterations of a Markov 

chain implementation, which are removed to diminish the effect of initial iterations on the 

posterior mean and probability [66-68]. The probability of a change point at any given 

interval in a time series is computed from the number of times in the MCMC iterations 

that the time series met the condition of having a change point at that interval [Dr. John 

Emerson, email communication, March 2016; Dr. Chandra Erdman, email 

communication, March 2016]. 
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Change points were defined as detections where the probability of a change 

point was greater than or equal to 50%. Change points detected in the CDC ILI data 

were used as the gold standard for comparison of change point detections. Detections 

of the web-based sources that occurred during the exact week, one preceding week, or 

one week after the CDC detections were considered matching, or true, change points. 

This was done to account for any reporting lags, which can be common with 

surveillance data. The number of change points for each data source was compared, 

and sensitivity and positive predictive values were calculated for the web-based 

sources.   
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 

Sample Characteristics 

A summary of count data collected from the CDC, Google Flu Trends, Twitter, 

and Wikipedia for the 2012-2015 influenza seasons is shown in Table 3-1. The 2014-

2015 influenza season consisted of 34 total MMWR weeks because MMWR week 53 

occurred during the season due a preceding calendar leap year. The 2012-2013 and 

2013-2014 influenza seasons both consisted of 33 MMWR weeks and included data up 

to MMWR week 52, which is common for most epidemiologic years since most calendar 

years have 52 weeks in total.  

The data collected for each of the data sources showed some variability. The 

CDC data showed less variation over the three influenza seasons compared to the web-

based sources. In the 2012-2013 influenza season, the CDC averaged 19,049 ILI 

counts per week, while averaging 16,574 weekly ILI counts and nearly 20,000 weekly 

ILI counts during the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 influenza seasons, respectively. 

Google count data had a higher weekly count average in the 2012-2013 season (4,121 

searches per week) than in the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 influenza seasons, which 

averaged 2,274 weekly searches and 2,549 weekly searches, respectively. 

For Twitter, the average number of weekly ILI tweets decreased with each 

influenza season. In the 2012-2013 influenza season, the average number of ILI tweets 

was 8,096 per week, whereas in the 2013-2014 influenza season, the average fell to 

5,826 tweets per week and then declined to 2,900 tweets per week during the 2014-

2015 season. Wikipedia also saw similar variability. The site averaged 47,541 page 

views per week during the 2012-2013 influenza season. However, Wikipedia’s average 
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dropped to 25,039 weekly page views and nearly 22,000 page views per week in the 

2013-2014 and 2014-2015 influenza seasons, respectively. See Table 1 for further data 

summary information.  

Summary of Change Points Detected in the 2012-2015 Influenza Seasons 

For the 2012-2013 influenza season, 14 total change points were identified by 

Bayesian change point analysis (Figure 3-1). Google and the CDC both had the least 

number of detections with three change points each. Change points were found for the 

CDC in MMWR weeks 48, 50, and 5 and Google in MMWR weeks 51, 4, and 5. Twitter 

and Wikipedia both had four detected change points in MMWR weeks 47, 1, 3, and 4 

and MMWR weeks 52, 1, 3, and 5, respectively.  

Bayesian change point analysis found 17 change points amongst the four data 

sources for the 2013-2014 influenza season (Figure 3-2). Google and Twitter had the 

most number of change points with five each. Changes in Google data were detected in 

MMWR weeks 48, 50, 51, 3, and 5, while Twitter had change points detected for 

MMWR weeks 48, 51, 4, 7, and 17. Four change points were detected for the CDC 

(MMWR weeks 48, 50, 6, and 15), and three change points were found for Wikipedia 

(MMWR weeks 51, 1, and 6). 

In the 2014-2015 influenza season, Bayesian change point analysis detected a 

total of 18 change points (Figure 3-3). Five change points were detected for the CDC in 

MMWR weeks 48, 49, 50, 53, and 6. Five change points were also detected for both 

Google (MMWR weeks 48, 50, 51, 53, and 4) and Twitter (MMWR weeks 43, 50, 2, 3, 

and 12). The Bayesian analysis only identified three change points for Wikipedia, which 

were in MMWR weeks 44, 53, and 3.  
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Comparison of Change Points Detected among Web-based Sources 

A comparison of change points detected in each of the data sources is provided 

in Table 3-2. For the 2012-2013 influenza season, Google had three total change points 

in common with the CDC, which were MMWR weeks 51, 4, and 5. Twitter had two 

change points in common with the CDC’s detections, which were MMWR weeks 47 and 

4. Wikipedia had only one detection that matched a CDC change point, which was 

MMWR week 5.  

In the 2013-2014 influenza season, Google had a total of four change points 

(MMWR weeks 48, 50, 51, and 5) that coincided with changes detected in the CDC 

data. Twitter had three detections (MMWR weeks 48, 51, and 7) that matched change 

points in the CDC data. Wikipedia had two change points in common with CDC ILI data, 

which were MMWR weeks 51 and 6. 

For the 2014-2015 influenza season, four change points (MMWR weeks 48, 50, 

51, and 53) were detected in the Google data that concurred with changes identified in 

the CDC data. Both Twitter and Wikipedia had only one change point detection that 

coincided with the change points found in the CDC data, which were MMWR weeks 50 

and 53, respectively.  

Comparison of Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value among Web-based 
Sources 

A comparison of sensitivity and positive predictive values (PPV) among the web-

based sources is provided in Table 3-3. Sensitivity and PPV were computed using the 

change points detected for web-based sources that matched change points detected for 

the CDC (true positives), change points detected by the CDC but not by the web-based 

sources (false negatives), and change points detected by the web-based sources but 
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not by the CDC (false positives). Specifically, sensitivity was calculated by dividing the 

true positives for each web-based source by the total of true positives and false 

negatives, which would be the total number of CDC change points [72]. PPV was 

calculated by dividing the true positives for each web-based source by the total of true 

positives and false positives, which would be the total change points for that particular 

web-based source [72]. A high sensitivity of 92% was found for Google, while the 

positive predictive value for Google was 85%. A low sensitivity of 50% was calculated 

for Twitter; a low PPV of 43% was found for Twitter also. Wikipedia had a low positive 

predictive value of 40% and a low sensitivity of 33%. 
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Table 3-1. Summary of weekly influenza-like illness (ILI) count data for the CDC, Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia, 2012-
2015 influenza seasons 

 CDC Google Twitter Wikipedia 
2012-2013 Influenza Season     
MMWR Weeks 
Mean (counts/week) 
Min (counts/week) 
Max (counts/week) 

33 
19049 

7317 
39896 

33 
4121 
1286 

10555 

33 
8096 
2558 

22935 

33 
47541 
29865 

114919 
 

2013-2014 Influenza Season     
MMWR Weeks 
Mean (counts/week) 
Min (counts/week) 
Max (counts/week) 

33 
16574 

9033 
28654 

33 
2274 
1339 
5008 

33 
5826 
1196 

10506 

33 
25039 
17885 
36935 

 
2014-2015 Influenza Season*     
MMWR Weeks 
Mean (counts/week) 
Min (counts/week) 
Max (counts/week) 

34 
19940 

9289 
40664 

34 
2549 
1144 
6911 

34 
2900 
451 

8709 

34 
21918 
12958 
35232 

*While most epidemiologic years are comprised of 52 MMWR weeks, the 2014-2015 influenza season included MMWR 
week 53, which is why it has a total of 34 MMWR weeks and not 33 MMWR weeks.  
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Table 3-2. Comparison of change points detected using Bayesian change point 
analysis, 2012-2015 influenza seasons 

Influenza 
Season 

CDC ILI 
counts (ref) 

Google 
counts  

Twitter 
counts 

Wikipedia 
counts  

2012-2013  
Week 48 
Week 50 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 5 

 
 
 
Week 51* 
 
 
 
Week 4* 
Week 5* 

Week 47* 
 
 
 
 
Week 1 
Week 3 
Week 4* 

 
 
 
 
Week 52 
Week 1 
Week 3 
 
Week 5* 

2013-2014 Week 48 
Week 50 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 6 
 
Week 15 

Week 48* 
Week 50* 
Week 51* 
 
Week 3 
 
Week 5* 

Week 48* 
 
Week 51* 
 
 
Week 4 
 
 
Week 7* 
 
Week 17 

 
 
Week 51* 
Week 1 
 
 
 
Week 6* 

2014-2015  
 
Week 48 
Week 49 
Week 50 
 
Week 53 
 
 
 
Week 6 

 
 
Week 48* 
 
Week 50* 
Week 51* 
Week 53* 
 
 
Week 4 

Week 43 
 
 
 
Week 50* 
 
 
Week 2 
Week 3 
 
 
Week 12 

 
Week 44 
 
 
 
 
Week 53* 
 
Week 3 

*Indicates a corresponding change point to the CDC change points (reference). 
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Table 3-3. Comparison of sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) among web-
based sources, 2012-2015 influenza seasons 

 Sensitivity* Positive predictive value** 
Google 92% 85% 
Twitter 50% 43% 
Wikipedia 33% 40% 
*Sensitivity was calculated as: true change points for a source / total change points for 
the gold standard. 
**PPV was calculated as: true change points for a source / total change points for a 
source. 

 

 
 
Figure 3-1.  Change points detected by Bayesian change point analysis, 2012-2013 

influenza season. 
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Figure 3-2.  Change points detected by Bayesian change point analysis, 2013-2014 

influenza season. 

 

 
 
Figure 3-3.  Change points detected by Bayesian change point analysis, 2014-2015 

influenza season. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 

Key Findings 

Google had a total of 11 true change points (three in the 2012-2013 influenza 

season, four in the 2013-2014 influenza season, and four in the 2014-2015 influenza 

season) that coincided with the CDC’s change points. Twitter had six matching change 

points with the CDC data, and Wikipedia had only four matching change points. Since 

Google had the most change points that coincided with changes detected in the CDC 

ILI data, my hypothesis that Wikipedia would have the most change detections was not 

supported.  

Furthermore, sensitivity and positive predictive value are important for evaluating 

the quality of surveillance data [72]. Calculating sensitivity and positive predictive values 

for each web-based source revealed the variability amongst the sources. Google had a 

moderate positive predictive value and was highly sensitive, while Twitter and Wikipedia 

both had low sensitivity rates and positive predictive values.  

Evaluating the detected change points demonstrates that Google, Twitter, and 

Wikipedia have some detections that align well with CDC ILI data; however, they do not 

identify all changes that were identified in the CDC data, which would be important for 

understanding when seasonal changes occur during an influenza season. Also, from 

assessing sensitivity and positive predictive values for the web-based sources, it is clear 

that web-based sources need to be further studied and developed before being 

incorporated as surveillance data to complement a traditional system. 
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Limitations 

There are limitations in this study that are necessary to address. Firstly, Bayesian 

change point analysis assumes normality about time series data [73]. Since public 

health surveillance data can be variable and have non-normal distribution, the normal 

distribution assumption can be problematic when estimating the posterior distribution 

[73]. Another major limitation to using Bayesian change point analysis is that it cannot 

be used as a technique to analyze real-time data [74]. Bayesian change point analysis 

is best used to evaluate changes in historical time series data after all data have been 

collected. For this study, the Bayesian method was used to retrospectively evaluate 

data collected from the CDC, Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia after each influenza 

season occurred; therefore, the results cannot be directly applied to influenza 

surveillance in reality where data is collected and analyzed prospectively. 

In addition, there may be some disadvantages to the data used in this study. 

CDC ILI data can have its own limitations. Typically each week, only about 1,800 of 

over 2,900 participating ILINet providers report ILI data to the CDC [6; 54]. This can be 

problematic in regards to data completeness, but the CDC attempts to account for this 

by weighting ILI rates by the number of reporting providers and state population [6]. 

Also, the algorithms developed to extract searches and tweets for Google Flu Trends 

and HealthTweets still require improvements [33; 48], which could have affected the 

quality of the count data that was collected from both of these sources.  

Moreover, only the Wikipedia “Influenza” article was used for analysis, excluding 

other articles on influenza medications and influenza strains. A study has evaluated the 

utility of other influenza-related Wikipedia articles for surveillance purposes [54], but 

those were not included in this study. Also, Wikipedia article view data include non-
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unique views, thus one user can have multiple views that contribute to high counts in 

Wikipedia’s data [58]. However, both Google Flu Trends and HealthTweets do not 

distinguish or remove multiple searches and tweets that can be credited to a single user 

[26; 65]. The non-unique nature of the web-based sources may not be problematic if 

each non-unique instance represents a separate experience of ILI syndromes, but this 

cannot be confirmed with existing research and should be further investigated. 

Lastly, the demographics of Internet users are not comparable to the 

demographics of the U.S. population. Internet users are, on average, younger than the 

general American population [17]. Although this difference may be viewed as a 

limitation to using web-based data for public health surveillance, younger age groups (0-

4 years, 5-24 years, and 25-49 years) are overrepresented in outpatient ILI counts that 

are reported to the CDC [16]. However, older populations (50-64 years and >=65 years) 

are overrepresented in ILI-related hospitalization rates that are reported to the CDC 

[16], which are not captured in web-based data. 

Implications and Future Research 

The findings in this study show that changes in data from web-based sources 

may not be completely parallel with changes in CDC ILI data throughout an influenza 

season. Although not evaluated in real-time or for prospective use, the web-based 

sources have demonstrated that they do well with detecting changes during the weeks 

(MMWR weeks 47-51) leading up to the peaks (MMWR week 52 or 53, depending on 

the season year) of the influenza seasons included in this study. This has practical 

implications because if web-based sources can detect the peak of an influenza season 

before official CDC data, then public health practice could monitor data from Google, 

Twitter, and Wikipedia to identify a season’s peak. Data from web-based sources can 
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also inform practicing health professionals when to expect a height in outpatient ILI 

visits, which could further direct when to increase influenza vaccine production and 

immunization promotion campaigns. 

Furthermore, there is more substantive information in the content of web-based 

data that is not accounted for in count data. Future research has already begun to 

conduct content analyses of web-based data in order to understand what Internet users 

experience with various illnesses. Content analyses have proven valuable for both 

communicable and non-communicable diseases because Internet users share and 

search about health experiences from mental health [75-76] to substance use [77-78] to 

health needs of sexual minorities [79]. Therefore, future studies should emphasize 

conducting content analyses of posts, blogs, and other communication on the Internet. 

Conclusions  

This study contributes to the scientific literature because, to the author’s 

knowledge, it is the first study to comparatively evaluate Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia 

as possible data sources for influenza surveillance. Previous studies have compared 

Twitter to Google [47; 50] and Wikipedia to Google [54] in regards to correlating with 

CDC ILI data, and there has even been a study combining web-based sources in 

prediction models to forecast influenza activity in the U.S. [80]. However, this is the first 

study to evaluate and compare the surveillance utility of all three web-based sources – 

Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia.  

Moreover, it is significant to assess Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia as tools for 

influenza surveillance because previous research has studied each of them individually 

or only done a dual comparison. Yet, comparing Google, Twitter, and Wikipedia can 

help to inform public health professionals if these web-based sources accurately reflect 
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the seasonal changes in CDC ILI data and whether or not web-based data sources 

should be used to complement traditional systems for influenza surveillance. In closing, 

web-based data sources occasionally have detections that correspond well with 

seasonal changes captured in CDC ILI data, but, currently, such data sources are not 

reliable in detecting all seasonal changes found in CDC ILI data and should be further 

studied and developed.  
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